RECONFIGURABLE BAND NOTCHED UWB CIRCULAR MONO-POLE ANTENNA USING INVERTED U-SHAPED SLOT
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Abstract: To lead the assessment of communication systems, the designing new antennas are prudent to produce new parameters to achieve all characteristics like small size and versatile in nature. The micro strip reconfigurable UWB and small band width antenna is introduced in this proposal. The UWB is a radio technology it is low power consumption, large data rate transmission. It is a one type of micro strip antenna, it is useful for WIMAX applications, it poses many wide band frequencies from 2 to 10GHz frequency range. The proposed inverted u shape antenna consisting of a limited defected bottom surface and 9*1.5mm length and width patch is arranged to produced wide band of frequency from 4.27GHz to 8.7GHz. In this proposal has a one small band of frequency is generated by the switches of inverted U-shape, arranged in the rectangular shape. In this shape is placed to reduced disturbance with WIMAX (World Wide Interoperability for Microwave) applications from 2.98GHz to 3.96GHz. The reconfigurable narrow band and UWB characteristics are produced by using PIN diode placed on the surface of inverted square-shaped slot. The reconfiguration is achieved for this proposed antenna by placing the two ideal PIN switches. The designed antenna is operated in four different conditions, which is produced by controlling the PIN diodes ON/OFF. For this proposed antenna has VSWR < 2. This micro strip antenna designing has been simulated using HFSS ANSYS 16.1 software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ultra-wideband is used for transmit the data long distance communication. Ultra-wideband is also called ‘pulse radio’ international telecommunication union and FCC define it transmit the signal band width exceed 20% of arithmetic centre frequency. The communication system has more receptions it enables limited–distances 10^9 bits per second communication system. Every square in wide band system has ultra wide band. In this proposed antenna is a one type of micro strip antenna. Now a day’s micro strip antennas are more preferred because of small size, light weight, low cost and easy to design. All most all micro strip antennas have radiation produced above surface side and other side place a ground. Several Researchers are done for producing wide band width antennas, it is produced the to achieve the characteristics of ultra wide band system for small shape, and radiation in all directions. WiMAX is also works in this range between 2GHz - 11GHz. In this proposed antenna produce notched frequency it allows limited frequency range by controlling the PIN diodes the frequency range will be altered.

In this paper, the proposed antenna has produce band notch and ultra wide band frequency ranges. The notch frequency is produced 2.98-4.93GHz and uwb occurs at 5.6GHz to 8.7GHz, depending on switching conditions it’s altered. The reconfiguration is produced by arranging two switching diodes paced in inverted U-shaped on the above the surface of circular slot. The commercial HFSS (High Frequency Structure Simulation) using 16.1 ANSYS software.

Fig. 1 Design inverted U-Shaped UWB Antenna

II. PROPOSED ANTENNA DESIGN

The proposed micro strip antenna with more band width shown in F.1(1),(2). In This antenna designed by using Rogers RT/duriod 5880(tm) of 0.8mm thickness, relative permeability 1. The dimensions of proposal antenna are in Table. 1. Antenna printed on 30*30mm Rogers RT/duriod 5880(tm). The notch frequency is shown in Fig.1 (1). By placing defected ground circular polarisation occurs this Antenna shown Fig.1(b) and diode is placed on the surface of patch. Results for the measured and
simulated VSWR are shown Fig.3. The VSWR of this micro strip antenna is less than 2, in between 2.98GHz to 8.7GHz, the notch frequency is in between 2.98GHz to 4.93GHz and wide band from 5.1GHz to 8.71GHz.

Table.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The dimensions of micro strip antenna in mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>parameter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension(mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>parameter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension(mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. ANTENNA WITH IDEAL SWITCHS

The radiating patch consists of two switches ST1 and ST2. The diodes are controlled by the following ways two diodes are in ‘ON’ state means short circuiting the inverted U shape. Also, the ‘OFF’ state means the inverted u shape is open. The pin diodes ST1 and ST2 are containing size of 0.5 × 0.5 mm. The two PIN diodes are operated in four modes of operation. The first condition is the ST1 and ST2 ‘ON’, the next condition ST1 ‘OFF’ and ST2 ‘ON’, the next condition is ST1 ‘ON’ and ST2 ‘OFF’ and the last condition is ST1 ‘OFF’ and ST2 ‘OFF’. The return loss of the proposed micro strip antenna with changing switching conditions is shown in Fig 2. If the switches ST1, ST2 both are in ‘OFF’, the antenna produce band notch from 2.91GHz to 3.13GHz and wide band occur 3.71GHz to 8.7GHz. in next condition, when the ST1 ‘ON and ST2 ‘OFF’ the band notch occurs at 3.31GHz to 3.96GHz wide band from 4.6GHz to 8.44GHz. If ST1 and ST2 both are ‘ON’, the single band occurs at 3.39GHz to 4.93GHz and ultra wide band occurs at 5.64GHz to 8.7GHz and if anyone of switch ‘ON’ the single band occurs at 3.35GHz to 4.11GHz and ultra wide band occurs at 4.45GHz to 8.11GHz. By observing the above results, proposed micro strip antenna has reconfigurable antenna, and it is useful in cognitive radio applications.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND IT’S DISCUSSION

The surface current flow of this micro strip antenna is at 3.71GHz. When ST1 ‘OFF’ & ST2 ‘OFF’. When ST1 & ST2 are ‘ON’, it is not radiate as in normal conditions by changing the switches ON/OFF this Antenna work as reconfigurable UWB Antenna. The results, simulated SR of simulated wide band antenna is observed in Fig 3. For this antenna VSWR is 1.5. Return loss is used to find the impedance matching, it depend on value of S11. A perfect impedance match is indicated by a return loss greater than 10dB. When the switches ST1, ST2 are ‘ON’ then return loss occurs maximum at 3.9and 7.1GHz wide band and narrow band respectively.
(c). ST1 ‘OFF’, ST2 ‘ON’.

(d). ST1, ST2 are ‘OFF’

Fig. 2. Return Losses curve of UWB Antenna

(a). ST1, ST2 are ‘ON’

(b). ST1, ST2 are ‘OFF’

Fig. 3. Simulated VSWR curve of UWB Antenna

(a). ST1 ‘ON’, ST2 ‘ON’
Fig. 4. Simulated 3D Radiation Pattern

(a). ST1 ‘ON’, ST2 ‘OFF’.

Fig. 5. Simulated Radiation Pattern

(a). ST1 ‘ON', ST2 ‘ON’

Fig. 6. Simulated Electric field Distribution

(a). ST1 ‘OFF’, ST2 ‘OFF’

Fig. 7. Simulated Surface Current distributions of proposed Antenna.

(a). ST1 ‘ON’, ST2 ‘OFF’

Fig. 8. Two dimensional Radiation pattern. Orientation of electric field vector is
\[ E = A \theta E \theta \cos(\omega t) + A \phi E \phi \cos(\omega t + \alpha) \] For circular polarisation \( \alpha = \pm \pi/2 \) and \( E_0 = E_\phi. \)

If ST1 ‘ON’, ST2 ‘OFF’, the loss occurs at 3.7 and 7.2GHz. ST1 ‘OFF’ and ST2 ‘ON’ it occurs at 3.7 and 7.2GHz, ST1 and ST2 are ‘OFF’ 3.1 and 7.2GHz respectively. A gain of 3dB indicates antenna practically working. In this gain of antenna maximum at 2.01dB, when ST1 and ST2 are ‘OFF’. The higher the VSWR, indicate the greater the impedance mismatch between antenna and receiver minimum VSWR occurs at 7.2GHz is 1.08 when ST1 ‘ON’ and ST2 ‘OFF’. The electric field determines the polarisation or orientation of the radio wave, the designed antenna maximum Electric field strength is 5.16V/m. The maximum current distribution occurs, when both switches are ‘ON’ 1.67A/m. If both the switches are ON/OFF the polarisation is circular and any one is OFF it converted into both liner and circular polarisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gain (dB)</th>
<th>E-Field (V/m)</th>
<th>Band width (narrow/uwb)</th>
<th>Return Losses (GHz) (narrow/uwb)</th>
<th>J-Field (A/m)</th>
<th>VSWR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STI ‘ON’, ST2 ‘ON’</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.54, 3.06</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI ‘ON’, ST2 ‘OFF’</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>0.65, 4.17</td>
<td>3.8, 7.2</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI ‘OFF’, ST2 ‘ON’</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>0.7, 4.18</td>
<td>3.8, 7.2</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI ‘OFF’, ST2 ‘OFF’</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>0.15, 4.72</td>
<td>3.2, 7.2</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Final results.

**V. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, a comprehensive study of UWB antenna including design, simulation and characterization is presented. A reconfigurable band-notched UWB antenna has been introduced. Several parameters were taken into consideration in analysing the strengths and weakness in potential antenna designs including band width; radiation pattern, directivity and gain, return loss, E-field and J-field. The antenna is operated in frequency band from 2.98GHz to 8.7GHz. The proposed antenna produce notch band and wide band, is produced using switching inverted U-shaped placed on radiating circular patch. The frequency reconfiguration is achieved controlling the two diodes conditions. This micro strip antenna produce a VSWR < 2.
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